
Basics of Storytelling (Selling) 

Presented by: The Dealer Sales 
Department 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, would you like me to jump right into the presentation or tell you a quick story? Succeed as bad as you want to breathe.



When you think of “selling,” what is the first word that 
comes to your mind? 

What Most Salespeople Won't Tell You  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a word cloud out of a book titled “To Sell is Human” by Daniel Pink. This is a graphic representation of the twenty-five adjectives and interjections people offered most frequently when prompted to think of “sales” or “selling,” with the size of each word reflecting how many respondents used it. This is what we as salespeople need to overcome. Story will help us do that! But, we also need to be careful…http://abcnews.go.com/2020/video/salespeople--23665531 

http://email.getpocket.com/wf/click?upn=taBGH0n3p5fmoPVsUKbIpwk2q0n1SL4tu3szxTpcSCUPTidPN2Oew-2FHmVlkt8fvzh7rUdCWpoqmZ6HWKootVHZxfxo3y1fuSxlkQteLRUs-2B7JlxnxR7ZnkhIr8XI4BfkdmNeprY7eOz5Xef6KrcB3FJSdB3iTs2FKL5FPRXh8zIe5ZGu-2Bx5E7zicunbHW5yn_iRrDMtlLrEZMRzXgRmFVpRQASPMhJS6tf1aNVhL7PTJfkj6Gb8Uvx-2FD89tb82VKcZ3FW0r-2Fj-2BYE36M-2FHQX4hnoJHwwXvYitpzZefWNKhs0ca4P5BJCrwrdmI7206-2BzxblZc281KikycVec6ZhoU2iD8n5AbcmOlHj8XYFBGZZn85TMOaiK6fxmmXvowe3n4h9mRBZS5E3oXyGgnGNhcWMeuxXhU-2BIo5TERswlJ-2FBOr48RZKsVABvunF1Gp7-2BQlKAbmJjRxORqmF1DTo-2FpGxEnZlf-2BP8EFq3yhH50zQE-2F7BFjCCz7EhjhqKkQQxFHYj1EorR-2BqzTRWeVp-2ByFg1rqP3QkFtbPRWO3bS9J8Cx-2BPBhaKf6x0ftnAQ-2FXbQ-2BbboxD775oX3-2BI2wd9alsbc4EZou52PIqQaqSg8Uu2rCZq43zuY8XjcyPNbj8RsUk8wD2B-2BYqV4gPSkQlqosYz6Hz8zmyhTfs-2BAGXCaH8gAr-2B-2FMs-2BZkrPNkM5Udwln9uRPhmzZho0ZoBb24bqH6STJAIZv9Kpd4rbKDsWiqnw9B6v-2BVSls-3D




E + E = E 
 
Expertise + Enthusiasm = Enemy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How could this be? Because it leads to premature elaboration. What is premature elaboration? It is when you as an AMSOIL Dealer anticipate the problem of your prospective customer, diagnose the problem and offer a solution prematurely. At this time, an AMSOIL Dealer can demonstrate a combination of classic listening blocks: impatience, mind reading, being right, advising, knowing all the answers and so on. They do everything except actually listen! When this occurs, salespeople tell buyers what the buyers need before they earn the right, before they have built any trust. And, if you don’t have trust, you don’t have anything. 



Competent Character 

Franklin-Covey SPEED OF TRUST 

TRUST 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, Franklin-Covey’s “Speed of Trust” class defines trust as the confidence born of the character and competence person or organization.Opposite is suspicion  (expert witness interrogation)CHARACTER: INTEGRITY & INTENT  (Bobby Jones calls penalty on himself) loses tournament, won respectWHEN NO ONE IS WATCHING – WHEN EVERYONE IS WATCHINGWe have to recognize that historically, many salespeople of questionable character have already taken advantage of our buyers and that they are extra vigilant about being taken advantage of by a salesperson.High character sellers: "They have that little bit more energy, They make just one extra call, They are always at work on time, They are always the last to leave. They are never sick. They never talk gloom or doom. THEY ALWAYS GO THE EXTRA MILE.At AMSOIL, we have to assume our Dealers are people with character.Competent – CAPABILITIES , RESULTS Buyer’s world - Solution expertise - Company systems. The whole sales process industry in focused on Competent training.The result of the Competent training over 30+ years is 80/20 becoming 87/13Thus, in B2B selling, character + competent are not enough! a connection framework is necessary to JOIN the  top 13%. You can do this by connecting, and connecting is best done through storytelling. 



What do you think…. 
 
How do you feel? 
 
Question for you…. 

Once Upon a Time… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you think when you hear this line? How does this line make you feel? Question: What is the oldest form of communication known to man? 



What is being done in this picture?  
 
Why Story in sales?  
 

Tell me a fact and I’ll learn. Tell me a 
truth and I’ll believe. Tell me a story and 
it will live in my heart forever.  
   Indian Proverb 
 
95,000 years of storytelling 
 
Brain Science 

Why Story? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When cave men painted pictures on cave walls, what were they doing? They were telling a story. Tell me a fact and I’ll learn. Tell me a truth and I’ll believe. Tell me a story and it will live in my heart forever.This Indian proverb says it all really. Stories work because they are easy to remember and easy to relate to. They are simply how our brain works. We think in storylines, relations, associations,… not in dates, names or numbers. I bet you can’t remember most dates from your history class, but you do remember that one story the teacher told you about his hippie days. The reason stories have a much stronger emotional impact than other ways of sharing information is that it’s easier to relate to stories than to isolated facts. They truly resonate with the listener and allow him to recognize himself in them.Humans developed language some 95,000 years ago. As long as humans have been communicating with each other, we’ve been telling stories to connect! And know, we have the brain science to back this statement up. 
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Professions you trust the least 
 
Buying a Computer 
 
Could Use Help 
 
Fight or Flight 
 
Reactive Mind Kicks In  
 
Activate the “right” side of the brain 

Who Do You Trust? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which professions do you trust the least? Why? How did you reach these perceptions? As an AMSOIL Dealer, you know how difficult it is to build trust. Most of us have had bad experiences with salespeople ourselves. We know the uncomfortable feeling of being “sold to,” the feeling of someone trying to use us for their own financial gain.   Getting people to believe in us is difficult enough. Getting people to change when they are predisposed to distrust is even harder. Let’s say you walk into a store to buy a computer. You have done your homework. Salesperson approaches you ; asks, “Can I help you?”  Your automatic reply? “No thanks, I am just looking.” It is the kind of answer we give even when we’re not just looking, even when we could use a little help. Natural defense against someone trying to influence us. The reason for the automatic reply is revealed in the science of the mind. When our limbic area of our brain senses a threat, it sends a message to the reactive brain: “What do I need to do to be safe?” When the threat is great enough, we either go to fight or flight. When we as AMSOIL Dealers approach buyers, we are, by definition, activating the reactive side of their brains. When we lead with messages that make people feel like they’re being “sold to” the reactive mind, the left brain, instinctually kicks into gear. But what if we could activate the right side of the brain, the receptive side? The right side of the neocortex is responsible for the kind of responses we want to trigger in others: “This feels good.” “I am safe.” “I am open to this.” “I want to hear more.” “This person is not a threat to me.” These are the responses that we are looking for and that stories can help us get.  



Stage 1    Stage 2 

Stages of Storytelling  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
University of North Carolina professor Brian Sturm, who teaches storytelling and folklore, explains that the storytelling process works in seven distinct stages. His model reveals the effects of story on both the listener and teller.In Stage 1, the teller (T) and the listener (L) are engaged in a conversation, an “active mode of consciousness.” They are separate and may even be in opposition to or in competition with each other. In Stage 2, the teller initiates a story (S) with some variation of “once upon a time” or “Can I tell you a story?” The story, as it begins, becomes the third entity in the relationship between the teller and the listener.



Stage 3    Stage 4  

Stages of Storytelling (con’t) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Stage 3, the teller becomes involved. As the story proceeds, the teller gets caught up in the story, reliving or at least reflecting on what is happening in it. At this stage, the listener begins to feel more connected with the teller, because the teller is no longer in opposition or competition but is instead involved in the story. In Stage 4, the listener becomes involved in the story. As the story proceeds, the listener begins to relive or reflect on what is happening in the story. The listener and teller begin to share the experience. 



 
 S 

Stage 5    Stage 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stage 7  

Stages of Storytelling (con’t) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stage 5 – As the story becomes more compelling, the listener and teller become part of the story and therefore more closely connected. Note that both the teller and listener are “inside” the story; the story is bigger than either of them. The story is now the communication entity, more so than the teller. The teller and listener are equals inside the story experience. Both are in the “story realm,” a passive mode of consciousness or even an altered state of consciousness.  In Stage 6, the teller begins to wrap up the story and withdraw from the story realm. Stage 7 – Needless to say, this process plays itself out with greater or lesser effectiveness depending upon the storytelling skills of the teller, the listening skills of the listener and the quality of the story itself. However, it is not at all uncommon for people to be greatly moved or greatly influenced by stories that they hear from strangers. A perfect example of this (in written form) is the bestselling Chicken Soup series of books, which contain collections of personal stories. 



Vulnerability 

12 



Power largely unknown in American business 
 

No secret in other fields 
 

Hostage negotiators/Therapists  
 

Going first 
 

Trying to be perfect 
 

Parents at a PTA meeting 
 

 

The Power of Vulnerability 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the business world, vulnerability is often mistaken for weakness. Salespeople have traditionally been trained to have all the answers, to be superhuman, to be perfect. But it is hard to connect with perfection. As buyers, our BS meters go off. We know nobody’s perfect; we know nobody has all the answers. Also, when a AMSOIL Dealer presents themselves as having all the answers, that attitude is contagious. A buyer is inclined to think: Every thing is good with them? Then everything is good with me, too. As in: There’s nothing I need to buy.But in many cases, selling something to someone requires the buyer to more or less admit that change is necessary, to admit that everything isn’t good. As in “I have a problem” or “my situation isn’t ideal” or “I’ve made a mistake.” This is particularly true when the sale involves something that is new to the buyer. In these cases, our success as AMSOIL Dealers depends on buyers showing vulnerability by admitting imperfection. It’s a lot easier for them to open up if we as sellers go first. 



Setting 

Turning Point 

Complication 

Resolution 

Elements of a Story 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You already know more about story structure than you might think you do. For instance, you probably know intuitively at least, that stories have a beginning, a middle and an end. You know that they have characters and a plot. And you know, from personal experience, that not all stories are created equal. Some stories are simply more moving, memorable and powerful than others. The secret to building a good story lies in what Edgar Allan Poe called the “unity of effect or impression,” where all elements of a story, characters, plot, setting, emotional tone, and so forth, work together to achieve the story’s effect. Let’s discuss a good frame work that will help you build a good story by incorporating all the elements of a story to make a point and we will do this in the order you should take these elements in. 



Simon Sinek – Start With Why 
 
No point – No story!  
 
 
 

The Point  

15http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wMLSrqYk0UE  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get to each element of a story, let’s talk about the point of the story. Without a point, you have no story. Let’s take a look at this video from Simon Sinek that explains this in a bit more detail. So, as you are creating a story, ask yourself, “What’s the point?” What is the moral? What belief do you want to communicate? What is the why? This is what the yellow card represents. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMLSrqYk0UE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMLSrqYk0UE


The Resolution  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The resolution is the final outcome of the story, the ending, the part of the story that drives home your point. Suppose you want to make the point that you are trustworthy – your yellow card. So you look back on your life for a story that illustrates that point. You remember a time when you returned a wallet you found in a taxicab in Los Angles, one that contained a substantial sum of money. You now have the ending of the story. 



The Setting 
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The Story Begins 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The setting is the beginning of the story, including its time, location, and any relevant context or conditions (weather, business, politics, and so on) The setting also provides the introduction to the characters. Every story, even a short story, has at least one character. The setting sets up the journey – how it begins. It’s the setup: when and where does the story take place? Who are the characters? Who is the hero? What sets the action in motion? And, what background information is needed to provide context for the story? In the previous example, the story of returning the wallet, the natural beginning would be finding the wallet. Be sure to also provide context to the story. Maybe you had just lost your wallet with a substantial sum of money and it was returned to you with only your drivers license. Maybe you were just coming back from Lake Tahoe and spent all your money on golf. So, providing context is important, but be careful not to over do it, or it can bog down the story. 
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The Complication  

No Plot – No Story 
 
Struggle – Internal/External 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complications are what make our story interesting. The complication encompasses most of the events of the story and how they complicate the lives of the characters as they face challenges and conflict. Without a struggle, there is no plot; without a plot, there is no story. Sometimes its an external struggle, between two characters or between a character and outside forces, and sometimes its an internal struggle, a character conflict within oneself as someone tries, for instance, to resist a destructive urge or to stick to their principles. In all cases, the complications reveal a character’s vulnerability and may include “stupid moments.” Stories in which you, as the main character, are in conflict with yourself can be especially powerful because they present an opportunity to share your imperfections and reveal your vulnerability, which is the most powerful way of getting another human being to open up to us. Stories with characters that lack vulnerability tend to be less compelling. A story about a do-gooder who finds a wallet and returns it with no hesitation isn’t nearly so interesting – or so human – as a story about an otherwise good person who is nonetheless strongly tempted to keep the money. Often a character’s vulnerability involves shame. If you’re telling a story about yourself, owning up to your shame takes a lot of courage. It’s worth it. When you reveal your shame, your listener will connect with your human imperfection. In this way, having the courage to reveal shame reflects what Daniel Goleman calls “emotional intelligence” which is characterized by self-awareness, social awareness, and effective relationship management. 



The Turning Point 
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Emotional Peaks 
 
“Aha” Moment 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The turning point is the emotional peak of the story, where the character has an “Aha” moment, a change in perspective, or a change in direction. Things come to a head when a character makes a decision or takes an action that changes the anticipated outcome of the story.



The New Way 

Problem Addressed 

How it ends 

OUTCOME 

Defining Moment 

Triggering Event 

Light-bulb 

CLIMAX                                

Challenges 

Struggle 

Resistance to Change 

VULNERABLE / HUMAN 

Character (s) 

When/Where 

How does the Journey 
Begin? 

THE SET UP 

The Moral 

The Message 

A Belief 

LIMBIC-TO-LIMBIC 

The Point 

Complication 

Turning Point 

Resolution 

Storyboard 

Setting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s teach you a way to build a story with a story board and acard system.Front of Cards: 	Facts		Characters		Events  Back of Cards: 	Emotions		Senses		Metaphors		Humor		SuspenseRemember Robert McKee’s definition of story: “Story expresses why and how life changes.” Building stories is the process of putting language around why and how life changes. A successful story needs a plot that shows change, but it also needs something else: emotional impact. Stories that are too factual lack emotion and therefore lack the power to influence change. Stories that are too emotional lack coherence and don’t make sense. This is where the card system we will show you really comes into play, to make sure you have both emotion and facts in your stories so they are influential. 



Vision 

Needs 

Curious 

Latent Needs 

Offer a 
Story 

Who Am I 
Story 

Buyer’s 
Story 

Trust 

Action 

Who I’ve 
Helped Story 

Influence 
Story 

Stories Facilitate Buying  

The Buying Ladder 
 
Don’t be a salesperson 
 
Be a “buying facilitator” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incremental interestIncremental trust Incremental competenceIncremental influence



 
 
 
 
Today, I am a full time 
AMSOIL Dealer 
 
Working for myself 
 
Helping others achieve 
goals and solve 
problems   
 
with the best lubricants 
on the market 
 
 
 
 

5 years ago heat went up 
on need for 2nd income 
 
Pharmaceutical industry 
going in the wrong 
direction 
 
change coming for ME 
 
Direct Selling 
preconceived notions 
false 
 
Created a PLAN for 
income replacement via 
AMSOIL 
4 years part-time – 
nights, weekends, lunch 
hours 
 
1 year ago I quit the 
Pharma industry and 
went full time AMSOIL 

Friend introduced me to 
AMSOIL products – he was 
independent rep 
 
Tried the products, not 
interested in the business 
 
Poor experience with 
previous Direct Selling 
company 
 
Really like the products! 
Used for 3 years in 
everything I own with an 
engine! 
 
Became AMSOIL Dealer 
after 3 years – wish I could 
have those years back 

 
Grew up in Duluth MN 
 
Sold pharmaceuticals right 
out of college 
 
Following ‘the path’ -  join a 
company, live out career 
 
Pharmaceutical industry 
started going thru changes  
 
Caused me to consider back 
up income stream 
 
 
 

My lifestyle business 
allows me to support 
myself and empower 

others! 
AMSOIL Dealer “Who Am I” Story 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set the table first! John, you and I have  not met before. What I would like to do is provide you a brief background on me, my company and then I would like to learn how you ended up in your position. Is that OK? Is there anything else you would like to discuss first?  This would be your opening line, kind of like setting the table.
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We take care of 
the Dealer 
network 

AMSOIL Who I Represent Story 
(Dealer to Consumer) 

 

 

Setting – Al Amatuzio 
was a jet fighter pilot. He 
knew that synthetic oil 
was the only oil capable 
of withstanding the harsh 
demands of jet engines 
and the extreme 
temperatures they 
encounter. He applied 
that same technology to 
the development of the 
first synthetic motor oil 
for automobile engines.  
 
 

Complication – Synthetic 
oil was not recognized by 
auto manufacturers and 
other oil companies. No 
one was recommending it. 
The product was ahead of 
its time. The market was 
small, and the price was 
high.  

Turning Point – Al 
Amatuzio was 
aggressive in developing 
test results and 
demonstrations that 
proved AMSOIL was 
superior product, and 
Dealers were touting the 
benefits. Mobil 1 was 
introduced, supporting 
AMSOIL innovation. Car 
companies started 
recommending synthetic 
oil. Consumers became 
aware. Other oil 
companies followed the 
AMSOIL lead and began 
introducing synthetic oils 
of their own.  

 
 
 
 
Resolution – Demand 
for synthetic motor oil 
began to grow. AMSOIL 
synthetic motor oil was 
recognized as the first, 
and as the leader in 
synthetic lubricant 
technology. Today, 
AMSOIL has a full 
range of products 
unique in quality, value 
and satisfaction.  
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Role play and then make sure to provide the “handoff” to the prospect.



Does anyone want to hear my “Who am I?” story?   
Who Am I Story 
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Got into sales by 
mistake and out of 
necessity. Moved to 
Arizona to work in 
retail sporting goods 
sales.  
 
Always hated the 
reaction from people 
when I told them I 
was in sales. 
 
Always wanted to 
help other sales 
professionals get 
over that hurdle.  
 

 
 
 
 
Moved back to 
Minnesota to work in 
my wife's family 
business.  
  

Dream was to have 
the second 
generation takeover. 
Learned (the hard 
way) the difference 
between a dream and 
a goal. 
  

Left family business 
to sell software 
engineering services.  
 

Still experienced 
“you’re a sales guy” 
responses, even from 
co-workers.  
 
 
  

Received a call from 
Dean Alexander, as 
AMSOIL was 
looking to create 
and internal sales 
department to help 
AMSOIL Dealers 
grow their business.  
 
Coaching and 
providing sales tools 
to AMSOIL Dealers 
would be the main 
role and 
responsibility.  
 
Hired on at AMSOIL 
March 1, 2004 
 

 
 
 
Today, almost 10 
years later, I am 
Director of Dealer 
Sales at AMSOIL. 
 
Still love coming to 
work everyday 
doing what I do.  
 
Helped many 
AMSOIL Dealers 
grow their 
businesses.  
 
Look forward to 
dong this for years 
to come.  
 



This is your brag book 
Segment by customer category 
Segment by position 

Who Have I Helped Story 
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Break Out Session 
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The New Way 

Problem Addressed 

How it ends 

OUTCOME 

Defining Moment 

Triggering Event 

Light-bulb 

CLIMAX                                

Challenges 

Struggle 

Resistance to Change 

VULNERABLE / HUMAN 

Character (s) 

When/Where 

How does the Journey 
Begin? 

THE SET UP 

The Moral 

The Message 

A Belief 

LIMBIC-TO-LIMBIC 

The Point 

Complication 

Turning Point 

Resolution 

Storyboard 

Setting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s teach you a way to build a story with a story board and acard system.Front of Cards: 	Facts		Characters		Events  Back of Cards: 	Emotions		Senses		Metaphors		Humor		SuspenseRemember Robert McKee’s definition of story: “Story expresses why and how life changes.” Building stories is the process of putting language around why and how life changes. A successful story needs a plot that shows change, but it also needs something else: emotional impact. Stories that are too factual lack emotion and therefore lack the power to influence change. Stories that are too emotional lack coherence and don’t make sense. This is where the card system we will show you really comes into play, to make sure you have both emotion and facts in your stories so they are influential. 



Listen! 
 

“No one every listened themselves out of a 
job.” - Calvin Coolidge 
 
“No one every listened themselves out of a 
sale.” - Rob Stenberg 
 
Listening – it’s hard! 

Story Tending 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In over 20 years of being in the sales profession, I have never had anyone say, “you lost the sale because you listened to well and too much.” 
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Be a good storyteller by constructing a good story 
 
 
Be a good story listener 
 
 
Tell stories on purpose 

Conclusion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once, there was a community of wise monks who lived in the desert. One day, a man arrived at the monastery, asking if he could stay and learn wisdom from the monks. An old monk came out and greeted the traveler, then asked why he had come.The man answered, “I want to be wise, but I only have the weekend.”The abbot smiled, because many men hoped for the wisdom which had taken him a lifetime to accumulate. He replied, “To begin, go to the graveyard and spend the day cursing the dead. Tell them they lived useless lives, and the world is better off without them.”The man thought this was strange, but he did as he was asked. The next day, the monk asked the traveler, “So, what did the dead say?” The man replied, “Nothing, they’re all dead!”The abbot told him, “Today, go to the graveyard and spend all day praising the dead! Shower them with blessings, exhort them, and speak of the many ways society has benefited from their life’s work.”Now the man was thoroughly bewildered, but he did as he was asked. The next day, the abbot asked the traveler, “So, what did the dead say?”The man replied, “Nothing! They’re all dead! And I have to leave today!” The wise old abbot looked at him and said,“What wise men they must be, to not be swayed by either the empty blessings or angry curses of other people. They must know true happiness.”
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